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Abst ract - -Th is  paper discusses the calculation of inverse functions of fuzzy numbers. In our 
previous work [1], we have given a general method for calculating functions of fuzzy numbers. This 
paper can be viewed as the extension of [1]. It proves necessary and sufficient conditions for solution 
of such inverse functions, and a step-by-step testing method which can be used for calculating any 
continuous and bounded inverse functions of fuzzy numbers is given. 
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In [1], we have given a general method for calculat ing functions of fuzzy numbers. Suppose there 
are n fuzzy numbers ~,  on the input of a system, shown in F igure 1, with their  membership 
functions mi ,  shown in F igure 2, on a real interval [ai, bi], i = 1,2 , . . . ,n ,  where -cxD < ai _< 
xi < bi < +co, mi is normal and convex, because ~ is a fuzzy number. 0 < mi (xi) < 1 and 
= f (mi (x i ) ) /x i .  Let Q represent the input space, so, we have 
O = [al,bl] × [a2,b2] ×. . .×  ×. . .×  (1) 
Consider a point P on Q, i.e., P c Q and P = (X lX2 . . .  xi . . .  Xn). Let 
y = f (x :x2 . . .x~)  = f (P )  (2) 
be continuous and bounded on Q, i.e., - co  < c < y < d < oo, where c < d, real conventional 
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Figure 1. Figure 2. 
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Because ~ are fuzzy numbers, ~ is also a fuzzy number [2-4], it's membership function can be 
obtained by extension principle [3,4] as 
re (y)= V Am'(xj) i:l,2,...n, (3) 
p:iEf-l(y) i=1 
( ) J is the J .. x~ = Pj  E f - l (y ) ,  p j  is a root of the inverse function of f ,  and xiwhere x j . . . x i .  
ith component of P j .  In general, f -1 (y) is a space, part of its points may be out of the universe of 
discourse Q, even infinitely distant, so the degree of membership of these points is equal to zero, 
i.e., mp (Pk) = 0, Pk ~ Q. Therefore, re(y), (3), is related only to the points in the intersection 
between f - l (y )  and Q, i.e., P j  E f - l (y )  rl q .  
The (x-level sets, or a-cut, of ~i and ~ can be expressed, respectively, as follows: 
"~, = {y/m(y)  > a} = [%, d,] ,  (5) 
where 0 < a _< 1. 
mi(x~ re(y) 
o ai ai~ bi ~bi xi o c ca d~ d Y 
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Figure 3. 
Obviously, from (4) and (5), both xia and ~a are intervals hown in Figures 3a and 3b. Let 
Q ,  be the a-level space of Q given as 
q ,  = [ala,bl,] x . . .  x [an,,bn,]. (6) 
The degree of membership of a point P j  on Q~ is 
n 
 p(ej) = An,  (4) (7) 
~=1 
and for y, from (3), we have 
re(y)= V m (Pj), (8) 
Pjcf-l(y) 
where mp is the membership function of point P = (xl , .  • • xn). 
Obviously, we have 
mp (P  j )  >_ o~ (9) 
for any point on Q, ,  i.e., P j  E Q, .  When y = Yo and a = a0 are given, can we find a point Po 
on Q, which satisfies 
yo = f (x° . . . x  °) = f (Po)  (10) 
m (y0) >- a0 (11) 
simultaneously? 
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An interesting question in engineering design is how to determine design parameters of a 
system, (Xl, x2 , . . . ,  xn), so as to have the performance parameter y and degree of satisfaction a 
equal to the expected Yo and ao, respectively. This paper discusses this question in detail from 
a mathematical point of view. 
LEMMA 1. Let y = f (Z1. . .  Xn) E Q be continuous and bounded on Q (1). When y = Yo 
and a = ao are given, the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a point Vo E Q 
which satisfies (10) and (11) simultaneously is Po E Q~o N Qyo, where Q~o is obtained from (6) 
by substituting a = ao, and Qyo = f -1  (yo). 
PROOF. 
SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
From eo E Qao AQyo, we have Po c Q~o and Po c Qyo. Po E Qyo indicates that Yo = f (Po), 
i.e., (10) is satisfied. 
From Po E Qao, using (9) and (8), we have mp(Po) ~ ao, then m(yo) = Vp~e/-l(yo) 
m v (P/)  _> ao, so (11) is satisfied. 
NECESSARY CONDITION 
From m(yo) >_ ao, we have m(yo) = Vpjef-~(yo)mp(Pj)  >_ao, that means at least one root 
of f -1  (yo), say Po, meets mp (Po) _~ ao, i.e., Po c Qao because Po is a root of y = f (e ) ,  
therefore, Po E Qyo. Finally, we get Po c Qyo N Qao. 
Because Po c Qao n Qyo is equivalent to Cao _~ yo _~ dao, i.e., 
{Yo= f (P j ) ,  j=O, l ,2 , " 'k -1 ,}  
P0 C Q~o c) Qyo ~ m (y0) = V mp (Pj) ~ a0, ~- Cao _< y0 _< d~o. 
P:icf-l(yo) 
So, Lemma 1 can be expressed in a different way in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. When y = Yo and a = ao are given for (2) and (5), the necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of a point Po on Q which can satisfy both (10) and (11) simultaneously 
is C~o < Yo <- d~o, i.e., Yo E Y~o. 
LEMMA 3. I f  three different values aregiven for (2) such that y = f (P1)  = Yl, Y -- f (P2)  -= Y2, 
and c < Yl <- Yo <- Y2 ~ d, when we are moving a point on Q from P1 continuously towards P2 
by any route on Q, a point P0 must be met and both (10) and (11) are satisfied at P0- 
PROOF. Moving a point P on Q from P1 continuously towards P2 by any route, the value of y 
must increase from Yl - f (P1) to Y2 = f (P2), because of Yl _< Y0 _< Y2 and the continuity of the 
function y, there must be a P0 to be met on which we have Y0 = f (P0), otherwise, it must lead 
to the discontinuity of the function f that is contradictory to the given condition. So Lemma 3 
is proved. 
Based on Lemma 1 (or 2) and Lemma 3, we can select an appropriate route to calculate any 
bounded and continuous inverse functions of fuzzy numbers. Here we propose both an analytical 
method and a step-by-step testing method illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 51, 52, and 5 3 be three fuzzy numbers with ml (Xl), m2 (x2), and m3 (x3) as 
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Assume 
3 ~- XlX2 -]- X2X3" (12) 
0 o If ~ ---- Yo ----- 80, c~o ---- 0.6 are given, find a point Po -- (x~, x2, x °) which satisfies ~ = 80 with the 
degree of membership greater than or equal to ao = 0.6, i.e., m (Yo) >_ 0.6. 
SOLUTION 
(1) Determine qao  = Qo.6 = [-5,1] × [-4,  2] x [6, 8]. Yao -- Yo.6 = [ca, da] = [24.75, 99]. 
(2) According to [1], calculate the (~-level set of y: [co, o, gaol = [24.75, 99]. 
(3) Check the hypotheses of Lemma 2. 
Because 24.75 < 80 < 90, so Lemma 2 is satisfied. 
(4) According to [1], we get two points on Qo.6, Pt  (x~, I l = x2,x3), Xll = -1 ,  xl2 = -3 .5 ,  xt3 = 6 
and P~ = (x~, x~, x~), x[ = -5 ,  x~ = 2, x~ -- 8, which satisfy co.6 = 24.75 = f (Pl)  and 
do.6 = 99 -- f (Pr).  
(5) Move a point from Pl  towards P~ by a linear route defined by 
Xl = X~ -{- ~11AX, 
x2 = x~ + 5~IAx,  
x3 = x~3 + 531Ax, 
where 
(13) 
511 : 1, 
52i - x~ - x~ - = -1 .4 ,  (14) 
531 - z~ - z~3 = -0 .5 .  
(6) From (13), we get xt = -1  + 1 • Ax, x2 = -3 .5  - 1.4. Ax, Xa = 6 -- 0.5 • Ax. Substitute 
them to (12), we get Yo = 2.5 lAx 2 - 6.95Ax + 31.75 = 80 then Ax  = -3.21,  x ° = 
-1  -- 3.21 ---- --4.21, x ° ---- -3 .5  + 1.4 × 3.21 ---- 0.994, x ° = 6-t- 0.5 x 3.21 = 7.605 and 
o 0 Yo ---- f (x °, x2, x3) ---- f (Po) -- 79.922. So, the point is Po -- (-4.21,0.994, 7.605). 
(7) This problem can be also solved by a step-by-step testing method. 
Assign different probe values to et to calculate xt (t + 1) -- Xl (t) + et, here t is the order of 
testing. 0 < letl < I z~-x~l .  et > 0, when (x~-x~) (y0-y )  -- 6 > 0. et < 0, when5 < 0, 
and et = 0, when 6 = 0. Considering (13) and (12) on Qo.6, we can increase or decrease t until 
Y = Y0 -- 80. The result of calculation is given by Table 1. 
Table 1. 
t xl(t) x2(t) x3(t) ~(t) yo ~t 
0 -1  -3 .5  6 24.75 80 -2  
1 -3  --0.7 7 55.69 80 - 1 
2 -4  0.7 7.5 75 80 -0 .5  
3 -4 .5  1.4 7.75 86.82 80 +0.3 
4 -4 .2  0.98 7.6 79.692 80 -0 .01  
5 -4 .21 0.994 7.605 79.922 80 0 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us look at an equation 
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f-1 (yo) N Qao Answer (Xl, x2) mp (Pj) = m (yo) = 
ml (Xl) A m2 (x2) V mp (Pj) 
unempty (~r, 3) 1 1 
unempty E f-l(0) N Qo.5 > 0.5 ~ 0.5 
unempty E f-1 (3) N Qo.5 _ 0.5 > 0.5 
unempty (0.6721r, 3.656) 0.672 0.672 
empty no answer 
where 51 and 52 are fuzzy numbers with triangular membership function 
7 1, 0~xz_<~r,  and m2(x2)= ~(x2-1) ,  1 <x2_<3,  
ml (xl) = } (2~-  x~), ~ < Zl < 2~ ½ (5 -  ~2), 3 < x~ < 5, 
respectively, shown in Figure 5. Because (15) is quite simple, the membership function of ~, 
m (y) can be obtained directly from (3) without using the method given in [1]. For (15), we have 
re(y) = { x2~/>~ [}(~r -_  sin-Y ~ ) A}(x2-1) ]  , 1 _<x2 _~3, (16) 
x2~/_>y [~ (IT sin-1 x-Y~2 ) A ½ (5 -- x2)] , 3<x2<5.  
From (15), (16) and Figure 5, we know that (15) is continuous and bounded on Q = Q0 = 
[0, 21r] x [1, 5], and (16) is normal and convex, i.e., ~ is a fuzzy number. According to (5), Ya can 
be calculated either by method in [1] or by (16). We have ~ = Y~ = [ca, d~] shown in Figure 5. 
The inverse function of (15) is a curve defined by 
f -1  (y) = [(Xl, x2)/x2 sinxl = y]. (17) 
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The answers to finding a pair of (xl ,  x2) which satisfies (11) and (15) for Y0 = 0, 3, for instance, 
and some related parameters  are shown in Figure 5 and Table 2 for explicitness. 
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